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Abstract: 

For computational analysis Big Data sets is used. This leads to the exposure of various 

relationships, design and new trends. These large datasets can help reveal aspects connected with 

human behavior and their interactions. To handle Big Data, there is a dire need of tools, 

techniques and architecture, besides relevant platforms. Analysis of data helps us to inspect, 

transform and cleanse. Data can also get a model with the purpose of finding out useful 

information. Decision making is supported by data analysis. It also helps to suggest conclusions. 

Structured as well as unstructured data can be analyzed through Big Data analysis technology. In 

order to sort out big data, some open source tools are also there to help. They are Apache 

Hadoop, Lumify, Apache Storm, HPCC Systems Big Data, Apache Samoa, Elastic search, 

MongoDB, Talend Open Studio for Big Data, and Rapid Miner. To analyze and compare various 

tools used in Big Data Analytic, is the main objective of this paper. Effective analysis of data 

becomes easy by this process. Analyzing and comparing various tools also assures accuracy and 

efficiency in data analysis. 
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Introduction: 

The term big data is used to describe collection of data which is huge in size and 

increasing with time, such a data is so large and complex that none of the traditional data 

management tools are able to store it or process it efficiently. Some the examples of Big Data are 

New York Stock Exchange, Amazon Redshift and Social Media Impact. Big data is classified 

into three types. They are Structured, Unstructured and Semi-structured. Any data that can be 

stored, accessed and processed in the form of fixed format is termed as a structured data. Any 

data with no clear format to store is classified as unstructured data. Un-structured data has 

several challenges in terms of processing and derive value out of it. Typical example of 

unstructured data is a mixed form of text files, images, videos etc. Data that is not either a raw 

typed data in a conventional database is termed as semi structured data. It is structured data, but 
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it is not organized in a rational model, like a table or an object-based graph. When there are some 

properties for perfect organization, information can be easily analyzed through it does not exist 

in a relational database. To identify a particular pattern or agency of the government, Big Data is 

generally used in business. This enables finding out trends as well as patterns to assist such 

agencies in taking smart decisions amidst common public. Besides this, a few open source tools 

also exist to sort out Big Data They are Apache Hadoop, Lumify, Apache Storm, HPCC Systems 

Big Data, Apache Samoa, Elastic search, MongoDB, Talend Open Studio for Big Data, and 

Rapid Miner. 

Characteristics of Big Data 

The Characteristics of Big data are Volume, Variety, Velocity, Variability and Veracity.  

Volume: The volume refers to amount of data generated every second.  

Variety: Variety is the category to which Big Data belongs to is also a very essential fact that 

needs to be known for data analysis.   

Velocity: The velocity refers to how data.   

Variability: This is factor refers to the inconsistency which can be shown by the data at times. 

This can hamper the process of being able to handle and manage the data effectively.  

Veracity: The quality of the data being captured can vary to a great extent and hence does the 

accuracy.   

Complexity: When huge volumes of data crop up from various sources naturally Data 

Management becomes a complicated process. Complexity is the ultimate outcome.  

 

Big data Applications in real time 

Big Data can help in transforming major business processes by proper and correct analysis of 

available data. Such business processes include: 

• Procurement with Big data: Demand can be forecasted properly as per different 

conditions available with Big Data. 

• Big data in Product development: What product to be developed to increase sales 

• Big Data in the sectors of manufacture: Machinery and process differences are the sign of 

problems in quality. To identify such variations, Big Data is extremely useful. 

• Big Data for product distribution: the data which is available can use as the basis for 

analysis. This can be done by making sure of the right kind of distribution at the right 

market. 

• Big data in Marketing field: Big data helps in knowing better marketing strategy that 

could increase ale. 

• Price Management using Big Data: To maintain position in market, price management 

plays a key role and Big data helps business in knowing market trend for it. 

• Merchandising: Big Data plays a major role in sales for retail market also. 

• Big data in Sales: It helps in increasing sale for the business. It also helps in optimizing 

assignment of sales resources and accounts, product mix and other operations. 

• Big data in Social Media: Each marketing decision by social media companies is backed 

by Big Data, which functions as a driving source. Big Data also subsequently leads to 

personalization on an extreme level. 
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• Big data in Ecosystem conservation: Big Data strengths ecosystem. The benefits derived 

by ecosystem could be meticulously studied. 

Big Data Tools  

The large quantity of data gathered could further be divided into trends and patterns 

which are useful.  

Hadoop  

As a tool for analyzing open source data, Hadoop is widely used in IT field. In order to 

analyze large datasets Hadoop is applied. Storage resources across the cluster are managed by 

Hadoop using a fair distribution of over heterogeneous as well as software platforms, the HDFS 

system is appropriately designed. MapReduce model is used to operate Hadoop. Map function 

and Reduce function are the two groups into which, computation is divided in Map Reduce 

model. The functioning of the map absorbs a key/value pair. This leads to the production of one 

or more than one intermediate key/value pairs. These pairs are taken by the Reduce function. 

Ultimately, all the values are merged corresponding to a single key. The illustration here below 

briefly explains the architecture of the Hadoop cluster. Using the cluster, the client has 

transactions. The cluster comprises cluster machines. Every cluster machine contains Map 

Reduce agent as well as HDFS node. A name code is also given to Hadoop cluster.  

Advantages of Hadoop 

Open source: since it is an open source, Hadoop is easily available. 

Inexpensive: Hadoop is economically viable as it uses inexpensive low end cluster of 

commodity of machines. Expensive high end server is not employed by Hadoop. 

Scaling Capacity: Hadoop has the capacity to scale linearly by employing additional nodes in 

clusters. By this capability Hadoop is able to handle larger data 

Strength and Fault Tolerant: Data block on multiple node is replicated by Hadoop. This 

enables it to be recovering from a single node or mechanical snag. Besides, the architecture of 

Hadoop deals with intermittent malfunction of the hardware. In case a particular node fails, its 

work is reallocated to another node.  

High Throughput: High throughput is achieved in Hadoop because of batch processing 

Easily Portability: Effective portability is possible when Hadoop architecture works with 

various commodities of operating systems and heterogeneous hardware‟s. 

 Disadvantages of Hadoop 

Failure at Single Point: Map Reduce and Hadoop‟s version (up to 2.x) suffer due to single point 

of failure on a master level.  

Poor Performance/ Low Efficiency compared to DBMS: Unless the previous stage tasks are 

completed, Hadoop cannot switch over to the next stage. This causes lower efficiency of Hadoop 

becomes unsuitable for pipeline parallelism and runtime scheduling which leads to degradation 

of efficiency per node. It has no specific optimization to plan execution like RDBMS. Hence, 

Transfer of data omong different nodes not get minimized. 
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Dealing inefficient with Small Files: For random reads on small files HDFS is not suitable 

since it is meant for high throughput optimization. 

Unsuitable for Real Time Access: Batch processing architecture is employed by Map Reduce 

and HDFS. Therefore, it does not suit real-time accesses. 

Iterative behavior is common to any procedural programming paradigm. But the 

disadvantage is that Hadoop does not support it.  

 

Apache Storm 

It can be used either with Hadoop or even without it. It is a real time distributed 

computation system which is distributed by open source. By this, processing unbounded streams 

of data become easier. It becomes particularly easier for real time processing. It is simple and 

very easy to use. It can also be configured with any programming language which is comfortable 

for the user. In cases like real time analytics continuous computation, online machine learning 

etc, strom is immensely useful. It is fast and also scalable for companies in need of quick and 

perfect results, strom is perfectly suitable. 

 

Apache Spark  

In order to enhance the speed of Hadoop computational software process, Apache 

software Foundation introduced Spark. It is wrongly assumed that spark depends on Hadoop and 

that it is only a corrected version of Hadoop. Spark has its own cluster management. To 

implement Spark, Hadoop is merely used as one of the ways.There are two ways in which 

Hadoop is used by Spark. 
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 Storage 

 Processing 

Spark uses Hadoop for storage purpose because it has its own cluster management. It is 

computing technology which acts as fast as lightning. The objective of its design itself is speedy 

computation. Its basis is Hadoop Map Reduce. It extends the Map Reduce model to perfectly use 

it for a number of other computations. This includes stream processing as well as interactive 

questions. The in memory cluster computing is its main feature. This enhances the speed in 

which an application is processed. A wide range of workloads is covered by spark. For instance 

batch applications streaming, iterative algorithms and interactive queries. Besides supporting all 

these workload in a respective system, the pressure of maintaining separate tools is also reduced 

by spark. 

Features of Apache Spark 

The features of Apache Spark are listed here below. 

Speed: An application in Hadoop cluster is made to run about 100 times faster in memory, and 

10 times faster the application is run on disk. This becomes possible when the read/write 

operations are reduced in number while running on disk. The intermediate processing data is 

stored in memory by spark. 

Supports various languages: Spark offers built in APIs in JAVA, Scala or Phython. Hence, one 

can write applications in various languages. So high level operators is a special feature which 

helps interactive querying. 

Advanced Analytics: Besides supporting „Map‟ and „Reduce‟. Spark also supports SQL queries, 

Graph algorithms, Streaming data and Machine Learning (ML). 
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Comparison of Hadoop, Spart & Storm 

 Hadoop Spark Strom 

Processing Frame 

Work 

Open Source Open Source Open Source 

Programming 

Language 

Java Scala Clojure 

Data Processing 

Model 

batch processing Both Batch 

Processing and Real 

Time Processing 

Micro Batching  

 

 

Performance Hadoop can perform 

well along other 

services when data 

does not fit in 

memory 

good performance on 

dedicated clusters 

when the entire data 

can fit in the memory 

Storm is a good 

option when an 

application needs sub 

second latency 

without data loss 

Fault Tolerance  system functions 

properly even after a 

node in the cluster 

fails 

Exactly once Atleast once 

Latency Few minutes Spark has latency of 

just few seconds 

Storm has latency of 

sub seconds 

 

Cassandra  

Cassandra is a highly scalable database. It is distributed from Apache. It is designed to 

handle structured data in huge amounts. Without a single point of failure, it is able to give 

availability on a high level. 

The illustration here below shows the plan in which Cassandra makes use of replication of data 

among the nodes in a cluster to make sure that there is no single point of failure. 

Distributed database from Apache that is highly scalable and designed to manage very 

large amounts of structured data. It provides high availability with no single point of failure. 

The following figure shows a schematic view of how Cassandra uses data replication 

among the nodes in a cluster to ensure no single point of failure. 
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Hadoop complemented by Cassandra  

In accordance to legacy relational database there is typically a need in modern web, 

mobile and it applications in order to have a database which is devoted to online operations, 

inclusive of analytics on hot data. It should also be devoted to a batch oriented data warehouse 

environment. For the purpose of analysis this environment supports the processing of colder 

data. 

For online web and mobile application Apache Cassandra is an ideal choice. But the 

processing of colder data in data lakes, warehouses etc, is targeted by Hadoop. By this an IT 

organization is able to perfectly support various analytic tempos, which are essential to meet the 

needs of customers and to carry on the business. 

Combining Cassandra and Hadoop  

Today‟s organizations of the modern days have two kinds of data requirements. One is 

the need for a database devoted to online operations and the analysis of web generated hot data. 

Such a database must also be devoted to mobile and IT applications. The second kind of need is 

for a big data platform which is batch oriented. This data platform should also support the 

processing of large amounts of “cold” unstructured historical data. Both these needs could be 

satisfied if Cassandra and Hadoop function together by firm integration. 

For online systems, Cassandra works very well as an extremely fault enduring backend. 

Unlike Hadoop, Cassandra is not analytics friendly. If Hadoop is deployed on the top of 

Cassandra, without moving that data first into Hadoop, data can be analyzed in Cassandra. 

It is a complex and time consuming process if we try to move off data from Cassandra 

and make it penetrate Hadoop and HDFS. Organizations are able to comfortably get specific 

operational analytics by Hadoop on Cassandra. They are also able to report on real time fashion, 

the large amounts of data existing in Cassandra. Organizations are well armed with faster and 

deeper big data insights. By leveraging Hadoop and Cassandra, organizations can meetin abetter 

manner, the requirements of their customers. Ultimately, they would be able to excel their 

activities and overtake their competitors successfully. 
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Conclusion: 

Hadoop MapReduce is best suited only for batch processing. Apache Spark, it does not 

limit itself to data processing but can process graphs by using existing machine learning libraries. 

Thus, Spark can be used for batch processing as well as real time processing. Hadoop 

Development is made easier by the use of Apache Pig. If your data can be processed in batch, 

and split into smaller processing jobs, spread across a cluster, and their efforts recombined, all in 

a logical manner, Hadoop will probably work just fine for you. 

Hadoop, Spark and Storm have their own benefits; however there are certain aspects like 

Cost of Development, Performance, and Data Processing models, Message Delivery Guarantees, 

Latency, Fault Tolerance and Scalability which play a vital role in deciding which one is better 

for a particular big data application. 

Hadoop, Spark or Storm can each be a great choice for big data analytics stack and 

choosing the ideal solution is merely a matter of considering the above mentioned similarities 

and differences. The beauty of open source tools is that - based on the application requirements, 

workloads and infrastructure, the ideal choice could be a combination of Spark and Storm 

together with other open source tools like Apache Hadoop, Apache Kafka, Apache Flume, etc. 

Regardless of what open source tools an organization chooses-either it is Hadoop, Spark , Storm 

or a combination of either of the three-these tools have changed real time business intelligence, 

as all midsize to large organizations are embracing their advantages. 
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